It’s hard to believe we are at the end of 2018. With only 4 months (5 counting December) left in the contract between EMT and the City of Brookings it
seemed prudent to formulate a plan. After meeting with the City, EMT has de-
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cided to extend the current contract one more year. We will decide after the
2019 summer whether to add a couple more years or make room for someone else to take over Salmon Run. This was a difficult decision for us after the
rough start we had. 2016 & 2017 were unusual years for the community as well
as Salmon Run. 2018 proved much better as EMT refined some of the issues
that had plagued the course. Many visitors complimented the maintenance
crew on their care of the course. Gary learned more about dealing with a
creek bottom growing area and much support was given by local businesses,
members, men’s club and ladies club. We are excited about our continued
partnership with the City of Brookings as they learn about the golf course and
move forward with incorporating it into their amenities. The occasional hall,
due to start construction this week, is a great example of collaborative thinking. Already there are meetings planned for the summer of 2019 that would
not have been possible without this great facility. We also look forward to getting an indoor, or covered, driving range set up that will shoot out over the
pond and #1 fairway. We’ll probably find a lot of balls in the spring but there
will be opportunity to keep a swing going!
Winter golf brings a few unique challenges we have little (really, no) control over. While Brookings is famous for winter flowers and the occasional 70degree day, frost delays, cart path only, closures due to wind, lightning, thunder, are all very real in the winter. We also have an added challenge—not
weather related—due to the elk. Those persistent animals have been frequent
visitors but we keep trying different things to deter them from playing on the
greens. If you encounter the radio in the #12/13 bathroom, please leave it
there. We play the weather radio all night so the elk know it’s not safe on the
ocean. Seriously, talking and voices will often turn the elk away and we’re
keeping fingers crossed that this will work—for a while!
Winter projects include cleaning up fallen trees or dangerous trees. We’ll
also be addressing some of the overgrown areas of the course when time allows. Some tee boxes are slated for repair and, always, drainage!
As 2018 winds down we want to recognize our incredible staff. We are very
appreciative of their dedication to the course. We will be honoring them later
this month. So take time this holiday season—spend time with family and
friends.

Gratefully, Gary & Val
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Upcoming Events
December 6—Salmon Run Ladies Club Hol-
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iday party—9 holes of golf followed by lunch.
December 15—Private Holiday Party in
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Clubhouse
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